Two Names, One Language
We occasionally receive Spanish translation
requests with specific instructions to avoid
“Castilian.” The requestors seem to want
a more down-to-earth, customer-friendly
tone. Some clients associate Castilian—
castellano in Spanish—with a formal,
upper class dialect used only by the King
and Queen of Spain and their entourage,
and they assume Spanish (español) and
variations such as “Mexican Spanish” are
more appropriate for their Spanish-speaking
target audiences.
IT’S A MATTER OF PERSPECTIVE

In reality, referring to the Spanish language
as castellano or español simply reflects the
political or historical perspectives held by a
given Spanish speaker. In Spain, the Catalans,
Basques, and Galicians prefer the word

castellano because it reinforces the separate
identities of their own regional languages.
The Real Academia Española, however, uses
the word español when referring to the
spoken language. In the New World and for
historical reasons, Argentines refer to the
language as castellano, originally to stress
their independence from Spain. In contrast,
Central Americans, Mexicans, and Caribbean
Spanish speakers generally call their
language español. How did such disparities
emerge? Well, a bit of history is in order.
ONE FOR THE (HISTORY) BOOKS

The former Kingdom of Castile (Castilla) in
Spain came to be associated with castellano
and the language (dialect) gained influence
as this region played an important role in

the Spanish Reconquista against the Moors,
which began in the 8th century and lasted
for almost eight hundred years.
During this time, French contact with Spain
grew. The French then came up with the
name Espagne, a term that emerged as a
consequence of lumping together Spain’s
northern fringe kingdoms, and which led
to español (Spanish) as the name of the
language spoken there.
Not only did castellano begin to dominate
the other dialects that existed in Spain at
the time, but many of the Spanish-speaking
explorers, rulers, and settlers in the New
World came from Castilla. Today, the choice
to refer to the Spanish language as castellano
or español is purely academic, since they
refer to the same language.
WHO IS YOUR TARGET AUDIENCE?

Rather than agonizing over the question of
Spanish vs. Castilian, a much better way to
formulate a Spanish translation request is
to specify the target market as precisely as
possible. Examples of actionable requests
include: Spanish for Mexico, Spanish for
South America, Spanish for the domestic
U.S., Spanish for Spain, and so forth. This
level of precision allows us to better match
terminology and translators with the
Spanish language as used in the target
country or region.
Like it or not, all Spanish speakers speak one
language with two names: castellano and
español.

Format Painter:
The Power of the
Double Click

In a previous ProTranslator, we discussed Microsoft Word’s Format Painter feature and how it
quickly replicates existing font and style formatting to unformatted or incorrectly formatted
text in other parts of the same document. Since that article appeared, we discovered that
some clients were clicking the Format Painter icon each time they wanted to replicate the
same formatting in a document. That could mean a lot of clicks!
A more efficient way is to click twice on the painter icon, and then apply the desired
formatting attributes in multiple places throughout a document. Simply highlight the
properly formatted text, then select and double click the Format Painter icon. You can now
select the content you would like to apply the formatting to, repeating as necessary until all
content has been formatted as desired. To turn off the feature, click on the icon (once). You
have now unlocked the real power of the Format Painter!
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Looks Can Be Deceiving
There is more than meets the eye with some Word files
We frequently receive requests to translate
PDF files, and sometimes to either “format
in PDF” or “use PDF formatting.” If nothing
else is available, we can certainly translate
the text in a PDF file and format to create
its look and feel, but there are better
options.
Documents are almost never created in PDF
format, but rather saved as or exported to
that format. Open any PDF and navigate to
“File,” then “Properties,” then “Description”
to discover which application was used
to create the file, such as Microsoft Word
or Adobe InDesign. These “native files”
are by far the best files to send Inline for
translation and formatting.
During the past two years, we have noticed
an increasing number of Word files with
unusual formatting. Almost all of these

files are PDF documents converted to
Word. Not only do Adobe Acrobat and
various third party tools, such as Nuance
Power PDF and Nitro Pro covert PDF files to
a Word format, they give the impression
that the converted files are as good as the
original.
Unfortunately, they are not!
While converted Word files may look like
the original Word files in print or on screen,
beneath the surface lurk unnecessary
section breaks, text boxes, tables within
tables, odd paragraph formatting, unusual
line spacing, inconsistent margins, and
rogue indents. These “hidden” obstacles
can easily be revealed by clicking on
the “show/hide” button [¶] on Word’s
standard tool bar on the HOME tab.
When left hidden, the mishmash of

strange formatting makes translation and
reformatting much more difficult.
Bottom line: Send us the native (original)
files and you will get a faster turnaround
and often lower costs as well. It’s just that
simple!

*Full versions of Adobe Acrobat now give the impression that a PDF file is fully editable. It is possible to edit text in a PDF file, but the text editor is very primitive. Even limited use of this text editor quickly creates complications, such as the need to resize text boxes, or relocate graphic elements, or the inability to
perform a foreign language spell check.

Dive into Our Redesigned Website at inlinela.com
We look forward to your questions,
comments and quote requests.
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Requesting Quotes and Submitting Projects is Easier Than Ever
We recently launched a much-improved
website. Give it a glance and you will
now find a simplified, more user-friendly
interface along with a number of helpful
resources and links.
By clicking on the Services tab, you will
find a simple pull down menu that leads
you to a sample affidavit (certificate) of
accuracy template, which Inline furnishes for each translation project at no charge.
Under the Resources tab, we have added a drop down menu that will lead you to a series
of articles designed to help companies with the translation process in general, along
with tips for handling Spanish and Chinese translation projects. Here you will also find a
downloadable PDF of our translation review guidelines, which facilitates client reviews.
And finally, we created a more comprehensive “submit a quote” form—accessible
from any page on our website—in order to facilitate project requests for both new and
existing clients.
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